
I am in a city at night with a group of young people. We are actually chased by the police and run inside an empty school. There is no way out from the opposite side and I contemplate with a Chinese girl to jump out from a window. It is too high and we follow the others out dressing like Jesus.

I am walking with a guy next to a big shop. As we approach one to see the directions I feel the hand of the guy touching mine. He actually puts his arm around mine and I realize that he is homosexual. As we keep walking I want to tell him that my girlfriend is pregnant but he knows that. 

I am in the ground floor of a villa attending a gala with my parents. My sister's husband is also there but I notice that he is hiding from a military police general who is recruiting personnel. I wonder what is the problem and he tells me that he also used to be a military police but he deserted. 

I am following a rich woman living in my village to see her house. She takes me up a staircase and I realize that it is divided in two apartments and the one below belongs to another neighbour. He has just installed a new heating system right outside the door and her apartment is quite small.

I am biking in a park and see two small prisons. I then decide to take off my clothes and also become a prisoner. I walk to the place and see that it is jammed with Bengali people. They are too noisy and smell too much. I then decide to walk away before someone comes to imprison me for real.

I am in the field I just bought in front of my barn sawing a small tree. I am actually kneeling down and waiting for the chainsaw to cut across it. The blade is very thin and it takes a long time before it goes through it. I finally manage and realize that the tree is a pine I can use for Christmas.

I am in a classroom with my old classmates and seat all the way to the back. I am seating on the right and the teacher asks us about our sexual relation with an old classmate. He wants us to smell her clothes to see if we get arose and I tell a classmate to do it but he makes me seat on the left.

I am walking on a road and see the American president driving by. He actually gives me a lift and I ask him about the winter resort he has just opened. We drive through it and he explains that there are only Chinese students there. We reach it and I get to seat together with his main opponent.

I am in an apartment seating on a sofa and relaxing when my stepfather comes in. He wants to go out rowing even though the sky is covered with clouds. I just tell him that I don't want to go and as I am leaving the condominium I realize that he offered to go biking and I would have like it.

I am walking with two technicians on a mountain to show them where I want to build my cathedral. I have actually already dug out where the altar should be and when I reach the place I realize that it is too close to a cliff. We then start looking for a different location but there is a playground.

I am looking at a Japanese man rowing on a traditional Asian canoe in a big Venetian canal. I actually see that there is a big demonstration ahead. It is under the main bridge and I offer the man help to lift the canoe up. I then take it from the front but he manages to come out lifting it alone.

I am in my native village hearing an old man discussing about independence. He then starts asking the last name of everyone. Most of them are actually from below the mountains but when I tell him my last name he says that I am not a local. I then reply that I was born in a nearby village.

I am on an inflatable boat crossing a big lake and notice that it is transporting a lot of toys. One of them is a robot from a cartoon I used to watch and I start singing the song. The other passengers don't really sing with me and I switch to a military song. They sing along but we have arrived.

I am driving my tractor on my field and hear a strange sound. I then think that I must have driven on a branch but realize that my front tire is flat. I drive the tractor inside my neighbour's hut and decide to call the mechanic to come and fetch it. He will replace the tire and will cost me a lot.

I am walking in the city at night and see a man drawing on the entrance of a bus. Everyone is delighted by the drawing but the driver needs to put the gear stick back in place. He tries several times to hammer the stick down but then hits the head of the artist and walks away in the city.

I am in a big cafe standing on a side and looking at an art book. It was edited by my American curator friend and I also find a page where he talks about my work with the work of another artist making pencil drawings of people. The text is also transformed into a drawing but mine is legible.

I am in the countryside biking and see two women ahead setting an electric fence on horse field to my right. It is actually in the place where I need to cross it and move to another path on the opposite side. One of the women wants the fences to be higher and I manage to go underneath them. 

I am walking down a forest with my mountain neighbours' son. There is actually a big granite rock on one side and I propose him to push it. I first think we will never manage but then it starts rolling. It first stops in a forest below us but then rolls up again over the road where we are walking.

I am approaching my son's Swedish farm and see him arriving by car with his grandparents. As I try to reach him his tenants also arrives and ask me the city of production of a cleaning spray. I see that my son's grandfather has it but don't want to walk there and just invent a city name.

I am at the sea side with my Polish friend. We both just bought a house there and play in the water. The weather is very nice and I feel happy I convince him to buy the house. I then remember that we did not buy it to stay on the beach and have fun but to build an artwork on the hills.

I am with my son in a play house. We come to a big video-game where we can stand on a podium to fight with an enemy. As I try to select one that is not too scary I stand on the podium myself but realize I am too tall. I then call my son before the game starts but he is busy with another game.

I am having dinner with my mother and sister outside the family condominium. Through the other condominiums I can see the clinic my parents own. As I am thinking how rich they are I see some people standing below us. They are observing the cement foundation slowly collapsing.

I am biking on a path leading to my old village where I used to live as a teenager. I am actually transporting an heavy weight but try to go very fast. I pass a biker but then hear another biker behind. He is on a racing bike and surpasses me going over a green hill together with other bikers.

I am in a monastery and meet my former Jewish girlfriend walking around naked. She wants to make love and I hide in a praying room. I expect her anytime to find me but she shows up with other people and demonstrate a big machine rolling a thin white and red string continuously on itself.

I am watching a movie about a female wrestler champion. She actually wins an international competition and an old rich man calls her to seat with her. She reaches him and find a German woman on his side. The latter writes a very big check so that the wrestler can continue training.

I am in my mountain village and it is still dark outside. My neighbour's son actually comes with a big chainsaw. I then remember that we both need to attend a course on how to cut trees in the forest. I then try to get ready and take my small chainsaw out but he wants us to use my car.

I am walking with my spiritual friend and reach a small bar. We go in and find that it is an old workshop and the bar owner has kept it as it was. We then seat next to a wooden table filled with old tools. There is a big one for cutting and I explain my friend that you can only cut thin iron.

I am in a hardware store and realize that the owner is also a mechanic. He is talking to another costumer and I wait for my turn to ask him if he could check my tractor. As they stop talking I ask him that but he doesn't answer me. I then realize that he hasn't finished talking with the costumer.

I am at a gas station and a man working there takes me inside a big garage. I then realize that they are converting it into an airport and get to go on one of their planes. It is actually a jet plane and we start going very fast when the pilot realizes that we have to go back to pick other passengers.

I am following my best friend to a school where he withdraw his salary. It is a lot of money and I follow him to the bathroom. While he hides the money in his pants I find a pouch hanging on the door of my toilette. I then look inside for money but only find a camera that it is too old and clumsy.

I am messaging a Danish curator about a trip we should do together with his girlfriend. She then asks me about my spiritual friend and I tell her that he is already in a Canadian city waiting for us. I explain that he usually sleeps outside on a tent but this time agreed to sleep in a dormitory.

I am walking with my mountain neighbour's son in a forest. It is actually the Swedish forest of my son and I realize that I have bought it entirely. I then discuss how to fall all the new trees that are growing there and my neighbour's son sees no problem with it but I find them too big.

I am in a boat depot and get to pay a lot of money to take a tour of the Venetian lagoon. My step cousin comes to pick me up with a speed boat. I get in and he starts going really fast through the high waves. I see that there is a lot of traffic ahead but he doesn't care and rides the boat on a road.

I am in a small grocery shop and order some vegetables. The shop assistant lays them on the counter and makes up a price without even weighting them. I then ask how can it be so expensive and he recalculates everything only counting every item assigning the same price for each of them.

I am with my son driving in the south of Europe. I then see some people driving over the dry bed of a river and I also start driving there. We actually get in and out many caves and they start to get smaller. There are even rock ahead of us and my son is scared but I manage to drive over them.

I am in a park with a friend and reach a tree with a small bookshelf. There are books for sale inside and my friend picks one. They are quite cheap and I am also tempted to buy one but cannot find anything interesting. I then look at one telling the story of a female biker and her partner.

I am in the mountain field where I am building my shrine thinking how to get the wood down the forest. I then try to fit a branch on the back of my van but it keeps moving. As I am trying to tie it with a rope a carpenter friend arrives with his family. I then realize that the branch fits inside.

I am driving my car on a dirt road and reach a crossing. I need to go left but there is a guardrail in the middle of the road and I am forced to go right. I start driving but realize that it is a big supermarket. I go to the end of it and choose a lactose free blueberry yogurt before turning back.

I am  in my Danish curator friend's office and she gives me a newly published book. it is quite heavy and I put it out with my bag but drop some cookies on the ground floor. She wants me to pick them and I ask the reception for a broom but they have already arrange d the cleaning.

I am watching an English boxer winning a game. He is given a plastic belt and walks out to be photographed with the two winners of a beauty contexts. As one of them tells him that she became Miss England even though she is Spanish he realized that he has Miss Austria written on his belt.

I am In my Venetian apartment chatting with two technicians about the heater they just fixed. They tell me not to worry and I ask them about the local bakery. One of them takes me there and as we wait for his colleague I tell him that I don't think technicians should get too educated.

I am walking through an abandoned factory and see a pond in the empty parking place. There are wild birds around it and I approach it but also find a black German shepherd. His owner wears a Polish flag and follows me to the metro. I try talking to him but he is too aggressive.

I am driving with my sister at night in the American desert and reach a summer resort. As we start unpacking the car I notice the sky full of stars and start jumping of joy saying that there will be sun at last. I then hear a noise of a scooter and we see a paraplegic man coming our way.

I am in front of an old university trying to do tai-chi. I am actually stuck with a movement and keep repeating it. There are some students watching me and I stand on one hand on the steps of a church. I then make it down the steps and reach other students doing a different kind of training.

I am walking in the mountains dragging my step-father's old pick-up. I actually pass through an old village and I am about to walk down when I realize I have always wanted to visit it. I then leave the pick-up under a small bridge and walk to the village to meet the people living there.

I am with my girlfriend in the old lobby of an embassy. There are a lot of people waiting and among them I spot my old supervisor. He is wearing very old clothes and has a bandage around his head as if he was sick. We haven't talked in a long time but I anyway wave at him to greet him. 

I am in a city and find that the place where I have to build my cathedral is in a park in the middle of it. There is a lot of traffic around it and and another church behind it. It has a glass door and as I try to look inside it opens. I then walk back in the park and find my old friends hiking.

I am in a classroom where I have to present the mayor my project. He comes in with his crew and I ask one of them if they have a projector I can connect to. They only have a small monitor and I decide to use my laptop. I then turn it but only the students can see it and not the mayor.

I am in my old university office removing all my stuff from the closet. I actually find a lot of films and I am about to send a photo of them to my girlfriend when a professor from the Rhetoric department comes in. He tells me that I can keep my office but I explain to him that I don't fit well there.

I am with my girlfriend and his friend in a electronic department. She then shows her big camera to a shopping assistant and he see that the long optic has to be replaced. She then asks for a small one but I can see that the prices are really high. I then ask for a cheaper one and only to try.

I am looking on my laptop through some images I need for a presentation. I actually didn't take any of them and they are too blurred to be presented. I finally reach the last image and I reckon I made it. It is very crisp and there is a good highlight of the map where I want to build my project.

I am driving my van through a check point. The police lets me pass but I stop to tell them about a problem I had with a payment. One policeman comes forward and starts holding my finger really hard until the other policemen search my car. They can't find anything and he lets my finger go.

I am in an airplane flying low over an island. It suddenly stops and I see a beautiful girl going down. She is the first of many passengers who will have to be dropped off at their place. One of them is an handsome guy and he doesn't have a place where to stay. He then also follows the girl.

I am in an apartment and realize that my uncle lives there. I then warn him that the police is after him and he tells me that he has already been warned several times. I tell him to go hide in my apartment in the mountains and he tells me me that he wants me to light the fire for him.

I am on a bus with my old colleagues and drop my phone inside a bag. The latter is standing on the ground and I hear the phone making a loud noise. I then tell everyone aloud that it fall down like my doctorate dissertation. One of my main advisers is seating in front of me and hears me.

I am standing on the roof of a car looking at the people we pass. On my left I see a group of German tourists and on the right an American soldier camp. They are training young women and the boss places plastic cups of different colors on a cliff. A black guy takes them without even jumping.

I am passing by a shop with my girlfriend and see a woman on the other side pointing a laser gun. The police comes and we enter the shop to watch what happens. They are afraid to shoot her and we have to hide behind a bar. She catches us and wants to take me as a hostage but gets killed.

I am walking with some young people in an old city. We actually reach a gate and find two doorbells. One of them belongs to a monastery and one of us pretends to be a priest to get the gate opened. As they open it for us I realize that it was very low and we could have just crossed over it.

I am watching a movie about two athletes who escapes an hotel. They plan to be homeless and one of them wants to compete some guys on the street and earn some money. They guy refuses and he starts to quarrel but then a girl athlete comes out of a car showing him her broken knee. 

I am in a carpenter store looking at the cement supply and only find a few bags. I then walk out of the store but find a guy working on a laptop. I ask him to start a program to calculate how many bags I will need to build my cathedral. He is reluctant at first but then calculates the right mix.

I am with my girlfriend and her father in a room. I realize that they are booking a hooker and hear from them how they made love to her the last time. She rolled on her back and gave her ass to my girlfriend's father and for my girlfriend she went on top of her and made love with a small penis.

I am walking on a road and meet my Polish friend and his girlfriend. They are having coffee outside with his supervisors and I notice that he is showing a drawing to them. I feel upset that they look just like mine but then help my friend to pull down a trash bin where to keep my girlfriend's cat.

I am in a restaurant with the leader of the Italian secessionist party and one of his colleagues. I then ask them if they walk around with bodyguards to protect them from the attack of neo-nazis. He then tells me that it is a good question and I look out of the window while he starts answering.

I am with my girlfriend visiting the new house we just bought. It belonged to an old man and we find that every room is filled with old equipment. I feel sorry for my girlfriend who will have to leave there but then find a much bigger room. It is very old but she likes and we also find another floor.

I am in a meeting with a revolutionary committee when three old Nazi General comes in. The head of the committee doesn't care about them and keeps talking in revolutionary terms. I then look at the Nazi generals and realize that they are very old and unable to see well and probably even deaf.

I am walking with my girlfriend in a small neighborhood and find that an old house is nicely plastered. Our new house is actually behind it and it is also nicely plastered but as we approach it I see that a tree grows in three trees that all grows inside the house. I have no problem sawing them.

I am driving my can with my old neighbour up the mountain road to my cathedral. He is telling me about a guy who tried to live in our village but I ask him to please show me the boarders of my land. There are some rocks obstructing the road and I remove them before crossing a hill with him,

I am with my girlfriend seating on the table of our Dutch house and I tell her that  I would like to go out with the cardboard package of an Italian Christmas cake. She then tells me that it is not allowed to walk outside with recyclable material but I tell her that I will make a mask with it.

I am in an hardware store checking a machine to sharpen knifes. I actually open it up to see how big the knife can be and find another knife. The show owner then come to me saying that I am not allowed to pull knives out in the shops. I realize that he is Italian and buy the machine from him.

I am in a restaurant with a girl who wants to date a guy. I then tell him to take us for a car ride and my girlfriend also comes but takes the front seat. The guy start talking to her very close and I realize that the girl is not with us. I then hit him on the head telling him that she is pregnant.

I am walking through a modern train and see that there is a gay looking Southern Italian guy seating on one side. I then try to seat away from him but a couple comes and he moves next to me. He starts commenting on my t-shirt looking like a pajama but I threaten him  with gasoline.

I am with my girlfriend passing by a small harbour and reaching a park. I hurry to a bench to film a playground but see her talking to a guy. She is actually on a four wheeler and drives very fast away from him. I reach her to ask what is the matter but she doesn't admit she knew the guy.

I am in a small apartment with and my stepsister. I am actually going to leave with my son for the Spanish capital and realize that she is taking the same plane. I then explain to her that he wants to visit a museum and ask her if she can take us to the airport. She is only going there half way.

I am with my girlfriend on the hills driving a small tractor. She actually has her own and we drive through a small village where the hunter also has one. We actually pass it and I realize that it is much smaller than ours. It is parked in the middle of the road but ours need to be parked indoor.

I am in front of a magnificent church in the mountains. As I notice the big marble blocks with which it was constructed my spiritual friend invites me to go in. There are several smaller chapel and we reach one where a foreign priest his preaching but my friend cannot understand what he says.

I am with my girlfriend eating in a restaurant and see a prostitute walking naked outside. My girlfriend actually waves at her and the prostitute comes in. She actually hugs my girlfriend and wants to make love. We then get in a small room and wait for her but she doesn't come and we kiss.

I am in an art supply shop searching for some colours I should buy for a student. I find different pens but realize that three of them have all other colours. I then only buy one and realize I have a lot of money. I go our of the shop and put all my money in one pile although the student is coming.

I am at my family dentist and take a seat to get my back teeth removed. Before he starts I tell him that it is me and not my parents that are paying for the operation. I hope he can give me a discount but he start drilling very hard on a front tooth that has never given me any problem.

I am looking at a website and find a small message from my Danish curator friend. She writes that she wants me to take part to a small exhibition and reminds me of the deadline. I then look at my email and find the same message where it states that the deadline is within a day.

I am in my girlfriend's brother villa seating in the courtyard and see an old Swedish colleague all naked inside a pot filled with water. He is getting ready for a performance and starts masturbating. We are quite shocked but keep looking at him until he comes. I then check if the kids are asleep.

I am following a man dressing like a Biblical shepherd up a scaffolding. We are going to join a play and I see that my spiritual friend is also on top of a scaffolding on the opposite side. There is a thin board of wood to cross but I am afraid and he threatens me to take my phone if I don't do it.  

I am in a park trying to shoot with a riffle when other kids start shooting at me. I give my back to them feeling the rubber bullets. They are not painful and I move behind a big tree to escape. There is a journalist there and I tell him the distinction between manual and automated surveillance.

I am walking through a train and find an okay wagon without so many people. I could seat there but don't like the people so much. I then keep walking to another wagon and find it crowded with university students. I don't want to stay there either and keep walking but the door is blocked.

I am in a small apartment with a younger and an older English man. It is getting very late and I want to leave but the older man starts threatening me with a knife to stay. I also find a very big knife next to the entrance and throw it against him but the blade is too thick and nothing happens.

I am in a big city and walk in a small cafe. One of the ladies working there is American and immediately tells me that there was a thief inside and robbed the necklaces of some costumers. She also got robbed but shows me that they only took part of the necklace and left the front medallion,

I am walking with my son and a Brazilian girl at night and go down a staircase. We reach the swimming pool of a fancy hotel and I take the cigarette the girl has on her ear. I am ready to light it with a match and give it to her but want a kiss back. She absolutely doesn't want to give it to me.

I am with a group of young people going down a valley. There is a rock on the path and I let it roll down but another rock starts rolling from above us. I then start running on one side and everyone follows me. We keep running and join another group of young people crossing a bridge.

I am attending a big party and get to meet a model. He is not so handsome but wants me to introduce him to a stylist I don't even know. I don't like the environment and decide to walk away but meet my stepsister coming in with her son. She wants him to do an audition to become a model.

I am walking with my son down a dune. There is actually another dune ahead of us and it ends up in the water. As we walk on it I realize there are and her son lighting a fire by the ocean there is a Norwegian woman and her son. I then think Norwegians are not as bad as I thought of.

I am in an abandoned school taking part to an exhibition. I the go on the top floor to see how my prints turned out but realize the printed my horizontal photo panel on a long vertical roll. The quality is also very bad and another artist makes fun of me but I decide to exhibit my trash collages.

I am on a platform with a group of Japanese tourists. A train arrives and I invite them to board but soon realize it is the  wrong one. We then walk further to wait for the next train on an empty side of the platform and I manage to steal the passport to one of the Japanese tourists.

I am on the field where I want to build my cathedral and see that my son's neighbour has put orange strings all around it to delimit it. He has even built a shed and I find an old friend inside making an apple pie. I then start removing small trees growing on the stone wall at the boarder.

I am in a bar telling a guy that I owe him money. He is actually looking at my website and a girl asks me why I don't consider other people in my project. I then explain to her that in other parts of my project I do. An older man also wants to asks me questions but looses his patience and leaves.

I am in a small train station and need to take a train to my parents' city. I can't see any train departing in the afternoon and go to an info desk to ask a man. He tells me that I will have to go back to a bigger station and from there change. The time schedule is quite good and I buy a ticket.

I am with an old friend in the middle of a desert with other people seating in a long line. Two gypsies are at the very front and I can see one of them boiling potatoes and the other one frying them. Their pots are quite dirty and as I decide to eat anyway one of them comes to beat my friend up.

I am in our Dutch house when my girlfriend gives birth on the kitchen table. I then take a picture of my newly born daughter and send it to my family. She is very strong and I take her to the top floor to sleep. As I think how pretty she is the cat gets in her room and throw my pajama at him. 

I am in a church and join a choir singing. A nun hears my voice and places me in front of the choir with a group of selected singers. I actually don't know the song and keep repeating the same holly words. The nun keeps next to me and I both sing with a high pitch and then switch to a low one.

I am walking in a museum filled with black people and get to meet the curator and her stuff. I explain them about my research project even though I find it hard to remember the names of the artists I talked about in my thesis. She is actually quite impressed but does not offer me to do a show.

I am getting out of a classroom and realize that my blue jacket was stolen. It was on the handrail and I tell a student who helps me search in other classes. One of them has a box with the jackets all folded inside and we discover my jacket under a red one. I take it although it is a bit greener.

I am walking with some people on a road in the forest. I am actually going much faster than them and realize that I am wearing rollerblades. The road goes up hill but I am still very fast until I reach the summit and it gets too steep. I have to use my hands to climb up the last steep curve.


